Training Plan
点心侠训练计划

TAG THIS ON YOUR WALL AS A REMINDER!

Name: ______________________________
Date: From __________ to _____________
Book Title: __________________________

Goal Setting
For this book, I want to read aloud fluently and with expression in __________ days.
These are the words I want to learn how to read and write in this book:

Daily Training Plan
Every day, I will read _______ pages of this Dim Sum Warriors book (Print or APP).
Every day, I will try to read aloud ____________ phrases in VOICE PRACTICE in the APP.

(download Writing Worksheets from Lesson Plan section)

"One language sets you in a corridor for life. Two languages open every
door along the way."
– Frank Smith, psycholinguist
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Every other day, I want to practice writing ___________ words

Training Plan
点心侠训练计划

TAG THIS ON YOUR WALL AS A REMINDER!

Name: ______________________________
Date: From __________ to _____________
Book Title: __________________________

Game
At the end of this week, I was able to get ______ hearts in Game 1 in the APP
At the end of this week, I was able to get _______ hearts in Game 2 in the APP

Creation: Make Something Once a Week
I have used what I learned this week to make a _______________________
(story, song, poem, silly action, character, or something else).
I drew along with a Bilingual Comic Jam this week – either LIVE or pre-recorded. YES / NO

Reﬂection
My favorite word in the book is ________________________________________
I was able to complete my training plan this week. YES/ NO
I want to encourage myself this week by saying to myself:
“____________________________________________________________"
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“It does not matter how slowly you go so long as you do not stop.”
– Confucius, philosopher

